Parallel I/O for High Performance Computing

Scientific and technical programmers can no longer afford to treat I/O as an afterthought. The
speed, memory size, and disk capacity of parallel computers continue to grow rapidly, but the
rate at which disk drives can read and write data is improving far less quickly. As a result, the
performance of carefully tuned parallel programs can slow dramatically when they read or
write files-and the problem is likely to get far worse.Parallel input and output techniques can
help solve this problem by creating multiple data paths between memory and disks. However,
simply adding disk drives to an I/O system without considering the overall software design
will not significantly improve performance. To reap the full benefits of a parallel I/O system,
application programmers must understand how parallel I/O systems work and where the
performance pitfalls lie. Parallel I/O for High Performance Computing directly addresses this
critical need by examining parallel I/O from the bottom up. This important new book is
recommended to anyone writing scientific application codes as the best single source on I/O
techniques and to computer scientists as a solid up-to-date introduction to parallel I/O
research.
* An overview of key I/O issues at all levels of
abstraction-including hardware, through the OS and file systems, up to very high-level
scientific libraries.* Describes the important features of MPI-IO, netCDF, and HDF-5 and
presents numerous examples illustrating how to use each of these I/O interfaces.* Addresses
the basic question of how to read and write data efficiently in HPC applications.* An
explanation of various layers of storage - and techniques for using disks (and sometimes tapes)
effectively in HPC applications.
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Parallel I/O Ecosystem Parallel I/O is an integral component of modern high performance
computing (HPC), especially in storing and Parallel file systems and parallel I/O are utilized
mostly in high performance computing systems (HPC) and science applications running
on HPC I/O systems are built around a parallel file system that organizes storage and manages
access. ? Parallel file systems (PFSes) are distributed systems that.Applications that utilize
high-performance I/O do so at a specific level in the parallel I/O software stack depicted in
Figure 1.1. In the upper levels, file formats and libraries such as netCDF and HDF5 provide
certain advantages for particular application groups.
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